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The area around nuclear pores is enriched in 
open chromatin� Transcriptional factors and 
super enhancer sequences localize there during 
cell differentiation, activating sets of genes 
specific for a given tissue. Nucleoporin TPR 
is crucial for the enrichment of open chroma-
tin around nuclear pores, however its role in 
gene expression and cell development has not 
been described yet� Here we show that deple-
tion of TPR results in aberrant morphology of 
murine proliferating C2C12 myoblasts (MB) 
and differentiated C2C12 myotubes (MT)� Our 
CHIP-seq data revealed that TPR binds to 
Myosin heavy chain (Myh) gene and majority 
of olfactory receptor (Olfr) genes in C2C12 
MB, and its binding pattern changes upon dif-
ferentiation into MT� Both Myh and Olfr are 
expressed in muscle cell and regulate the mus-
cle formation and morphology� We show that 
TPR affects expression of both Myh and Olfr 

genes, however in a different manner� Here we 
discuss possible pathways by which TPR reg-
ulates expression of bound genes� 
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Current models postulate that cohesin is es-
sential for the organization and shaping of the 
genome into chromatin loops/domains 1� Hi-C 
data based on large cell populations showed 
that cohesin loss eliminates all loop domains 
2� Here we aimed to investigate the effect of 
cohesin loss on the preservation/alteration of 
higher order chromatin structures on the single 
cell level using super-resolution microscopy 
and live cell studies� As reference structures we 
chose replication domains (RDs), first detected 
in S-phase nuclei as replication foci� RDs stably 
persist as basic units of higher order chromatin 
domains (CDs) throughout interphase and dur-
ing subsequent cell cycles 4� Methods & 
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Results All experiments were performed with 
HCT-116-RAD21-mAID-mClover cells, where 
degradation of cohesin is achieved by auxin-
induced proteolysis of its subunit RAD21 6� In 
live cell studies we demonstrated the appear-
ance of mitotic cells up to ~16h after cohesin 
degradation with a strongly prolongated mi-
totic phase and final transition into one multi-
lobulated nucleus� Typical RD patterns, 
achieved by replication-scratch labeling, per-
sisted after cohesin degradation at least up to 
46h and were transmitted over mitosis irrespec-
tive of highly abnormal nuclear morphologies� 
No significant difference of RD patterns and 
size of individual RDs was noted at the resolu-
tion level of 3D-SIM between control cells and 
cells, which were replication-labeled before 
cohesin degradation� By contrast, when repli-
cation-labeling was performed after cohesin 
degradation, we noted a reduced number and 

coarsening of RD structures� Conclusions Our 
microscopic observations provided information 
on the effects of a cohesin degradation in indi-
vidual cells, which were not recognized in Hi-C 
studies of entire cultures. These findings exem-
plify the importance to combine Hi-C with 
advanced 3D and 4D microscopy� Single cell 
Hi-C studies of individual interphase and mi-
totic cells identified by microscopy could help 
to further study connections between the level 
of chromatin loops and higher order chromatin 
arrangements in interphase and mitosis follow-
ing cohesin depletion� 
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Nucleosome structure is, in general, repressive; 
hence, stability of nucleosomes is of regula-

tory importance in eukaryotes� Recently, we 
have developed a quantitative, laser scanning 
cytometric approach (1) to characterize nucleo-
some stability in situ, in a cell cycle-, post-
translational modification-, and histone variant-
specific manner. This approach has allowed us 
to assess how the above actors, as well as su-
perhelical density, the presence of certain read-
er proteins and other molecular associations 
regulate this central player of transcriptional 
regulation� Through the spectacles of nucleo-
some stability, a simple link can be established 
between the superimposed levels of chromatin 




